THE LULL BEFORE THE STORM
and the confidence thus gained stood him in good stead
when the crisis came. In an age of somewhat flamboyant
oratory, too, Pitt spoke in a business-like manner which
appealed to the middle-class, while his scrupulous honesty
secured their respect. If the Prime Minister was the
most careful guardian of the nation's money, he could
never look after his own, and he was generally in debt;
indeed, on at least one occasion an execution in Downing
Street itself was only avoided with difficulty.1 Yet Pitt
never attempted to use his official position for his own
gain, as was the custom of his contemporaries, and he
was too proud ever to have been made the subject of such
a witticism as that which Selwyn perpetrated with regard
to Fox. A sum of money was raised among the latter's
friends to pay off his debts, and there was a certain
amount over, which it was decided to invest for the
benefit of the Whig leader. "How do you think Fox will
take it?" Selwyn was asked. "Why, quarterly, of course,"
was the instant reply. No one would have made a remark
of that sort about Pitt.
Few English statesmen have pursued so consistent a
policy, for Pitt was not the man to allow the passage of
measures that were mutually incompatible. He wished
to effect all essential alterations within the framework of
the Constitution, and if he was unsuccessful in persuading
Parliament to reform itself he did much to ameliorate
the lot of his fellow-citizens, and to soften the ferocity
of their manners. The abolition of public executions at
Tyburn, the substitution of transportation of convicts to
Australia for slavery in the tropics, and the admission of
Roman Catholics to the Army and the Bar, were all
1 cf. Pretyman MSS., quoted by Rose, J. H.: The Life of William Pitt^ Vol. II,
P- 473-

